
A modular lighting solution for 
improved resource productivity

Improved lighting to meet WELL Building 
Standard in terms of melanopic light intensity

$335,000pa $30,000640t/pa
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Triple Bottom Line Outcomes:

Other Outcomes

t3 is an industry-led program, run on a cost recovery model, 
developed by Incorp. It is a strategic way of diverting current 
expense lines to optimise a building for both productivity 
and environmental performance. t3 solves the ‘split incentive’ 
problem in typical leases by delivering guaranteed benefits to both 
parties to upgrade assets. We call these benefits the triple bottom 
line: economic, environmental, social.

For more information on what t3 Partners 
are doing to improve our world, contact:

hello@t3initiative.solutions

t3initiative.solutions

What is the t3 Initiative? Be part of the t3 Community
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Project Outcomes Facilitating Company:

The project involves the upgrade of existing base building lighting to LED 
fittings with smart drivers to maintain light levels for the life of the LEDs.

There is an estimated 75% reduction in energy use of the lighting. The 
lighting will provide for a more uniform spread of light with shielded light 
source, providing for potential improvements to occupant productivity.

Partner Project

QLD Government: Lighting Upgrade

Queensland Investment Corporation 
is a Global Diversified Alternatives 
business. Spanning infrastructure real  
estate, liquid strategies, private capital,  
and asset solutions, their approach 
suit their clients investments context.

The QLD Department of Public Works 
manage owned and leased office 
space of behalf of state government 
agencies to optimise economic, social  
and environmental benefits for the  
building, it’s users and the community.

The Salvation Army helps Australians 
in need or crisis without discrimination. 
They provide welfare, accommodation, 
rehabilitation, chaplaincy, emergency 
and disaster relief, and are dedicated to 
caring for people and building healthy 
communities.

Owner Tenant Charity
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